Formal Comments

Quadrant: Wholesale Electric Quadrant


Define a standard for the declaration of an impending extreme weather-related emergency operating condition by balancing authorities and natural gas pipelines consistent with other industry designations which could include the development and definition of what might constitute an impending extreme weather-related emergency operating condition;

Define standards and communication protocols that support information sharing between critical parties during impending extreme weather-related emergency operating conditions

Submitted By: Standard Review Subcommittee

Date: August 10, 2022

The Standard Review Subcommittee welcomes the opportunity to provide comments related to the Joint WEQ, RMQ, and WGQ Business Practices Subcommittees proposed standards addressing 2022 WEQ API 7.a.i, 7.a.iii and 2022 RMQ API 3.a.i, 3.a.ii and 2022 WGQ API 5.a.i and 5.a.iii.

On July 27, 2022, the SRS reviewed the propose No Action recommendation.

Standards Review Subcommittee appreciate the hard work and agrees with the recommendation as currently drafted and no further comments.

Best Regards

WEQ - Standards Review Subcommittee